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Inzroduction

Secc-bination and/or reinsertion of retroviral sequences have recently

=~=rged as important mechanises in oncogenesis (1) . Recombination may

I-volve viral sequences with normal cellular (c- one) genes (2), or other

endogenous virus genes (3). Reinsertion of viral sequences adjacent to

c- one sequences may induce RNA transcription under control of a viral

pro-oter sequence (4). Both virus-cell and virus-virus recombinants have

been identified involving ecotropic host range viruses, and reinsertions

bj ecotropic viruses have been recognized in somatic cells and in germ

lines (2, 5 ) . Such events have cost likely arisen via exogenous spread

of the virus froa spontaneously or exogenously induced cells to uninfected

The induction of myeloid leukemia in irradiated RFM/Un mice has been

associated vich retroviru;, infection (6). However, two characteristics of

:his strain complicate efforts to define the role of the virus. This strain

possesses only one inducible host range class of endogenous virus and a

unique gane, in addition to the Fv-1 locus, which specifically restricts

exogenous infection by endogenous viruses (7). These characteristics

possibly account for absence of recombinant viruses in this strain, even

rhough virus is asply expressed during most of the animal's life span. We

hsve e:c=.-ir.ed further the distribution of retrovirus sequences and the

chro—osonsl locus of the inducible virus in this strain. This report

describes evidence for additional viral sequences in cells of a radiation-

indviced nyeloid leukemia line and discusses the possible origin of these

s.cied cooies.



--iogeno'-s ecotropic taurine leukemia virus locus of RFH/Un mice

Recrovirus is expressed in hematopoietic tissues of RFM mice throughout

;h=Ir life span. However, it is possible to isolate cells in culture which

do not produce virus unless they are exposed to 5-iododeoxyuridine or other

specific chemicals. The focus of these studies is an isolate of virus

frcn induced cells, called RFV, which appears to be similar to the endogenous

N'-rropic virus induced from BALB/c cells. We have constructed a restriction

ezcoauclease map of the uniritegrated linear DN7A isolated tf hr after

injection of SC-1 cells with RFV. Based on the cleavage sites, shown in

Jirure 1, this virus and the endogenous ecotropic MuLV of BALB/c mice are

indistinguishable.

The endogenous provirus composition of RFM/Un mouse cell DNA was

arialyzec by EcoRI restriction endonucleasc digestion and compared to several

ether -ouse strains. Ecotropic KuLVs, including RFV, do not contain a"

cleavage site for EcoRI and each provirus is contained in a single fragment

vhich includes flanking cellular sequences; the size depends on where the

Ico?.I site is in the flanking regions. The majority of proviruses in mouse

cells, hovever, appear to be non-ecotropic and do contain a cleavage site

f=r EcoRI. Each provirus of this type therefore yields two EcoRI fragments

resulting in a complex pattern of viral specific fragments. Figure 2 is

an aj-toradiograph of a Southern blot of mouse cell DNAs hybridized with a

r^NA probe prepared from WJ1802B 70S RNA; BALB/c, AK.R and C3H all appear

:: share £one proviral loci with each other and RFM, and each also has

unique fragments. The RFM 3T3 spleen, liver and embryo DMA all display the

=£-2 fragments, suggesting that no major gene rearrangements occurred in these



"issues which would alter the provirus pattern. Since the ecotropic virus

dees not have an EcoRI site, the inducible provirus locus (rfv-1) must be

sue of the 10 or so bands larger than 8.8 Kbp. We have taken two different

approaches to determined which fragment contains the RFV ecotropic provirus.

~=.~?ter-r3i:se hybrids

We have correlated virus induction, chromosomal segregation and physical

zapping of the inducible endogenous virus. Hamster-mouse somatic cell

hybrid, --ere obtained by fusing normal RFM mouse spleen or bone marrow cells

wiz'a Chinese hamster E36 cells deficient in hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl-

trarLsferase (SPRT ) and selection in HAT medium (8). Mouse chromosomes are

selactivsly lost in such hybrids, and mouse and hamster enzymes were

distinguished by electrophoresis in starch, cellulose acetate or isoelectric

focusing, followed by specific enzyne staining (9). Individual hybrid '"

cic-res vare arialŷ red for release of infectious virus following induction

vich 5-icco-2'-deoxyuridine (IdUrd) (10), for virus specific EcoRI fragments

by electrophoresis-hybridization, and for chromosome complement.

Of eight clones analyzed for virus induction with IdUrd, clones RFS-8,

PJTS-12 and RTS-15 were positive for viral antigens by immunofluorescence

=-£ also by cocultivation with SC-1 cells. RFS-16 had a low inducibility

("-2X) and the others were negative. The mouse chromosome complement of these

hybrids vas determined and is shown in Table 1. Only the presence of T-l

chronoso-e 5 was concordant with the inducibility of virus.

In order to correlate the physically detectable viral genome with

i-duction and chromosome complement, the DNA of each clone was digested with



^;rRI and hybridized with a probe prepared by nick translation of molecularly

zlzzsd Gross leukemia virus (pGlOO). The band pattern was found to be less

;;~~Iex than parental RFM DNA due to loss of some mouse chromosomes (the

:;:?:e- parent cell is free of detectable MuLV related sequences). Several

dc-zes contained the same fragments although no txjo clones were identical.

Assignment of each band to a specific chromosome might be possible with a

riich larger sample population. However, correlation of a single band with

the indueibility of RFV was readily apparent. The three clones, S15, B12,

2.~i S3, vhich were capable of idUrd induction of infectious virus shared a

2J ~Zbo viral specific fragment which was absent from the other clones.

Tiera vas no other common fragment which was also absent, from all non-

izducible clones. These data strongly suggest that the 20 Kbp band contains

tie i-ducible ecotropic provirus and that it is present on chromosome 5.

•. ^ .

Mrlec-lsr cloning of the endogenous RFV genome

The second approach was to generate a specific hybridization reagent

viich recognized only ecotropic proviral DNA. In order to prepare specific

rclecular probes, and to facilitate more detailed analysis of the RFV genome,

--£ rolecularly cloned the unintegrated covalently closed circular viral DNA

s.s follovs. SC-1 cells were infected with RFV at an MOI of 1 and lysed by

= —edified Hirt procedure (11) 48 hr after infection. The supernatant DNA

v£.s banded in a CsCl-propidium iodide gradient and the covalently closed

circular DN'A isolated and digested with Hind III which cleaves once in the

viral ger.osa, approximately 3 Kbp from the left end of the linear inap (see

rig. 1). This DN'A was initially cloned using the Charon 9 bacteriophage



* =—v-a vector, and the insert fragment of some clones was transferred to

;'-= pl=snid vector pBR322 to facilitate analysis. The restriction enzyme

ZLB.Z cf this cloned genome is identical to the unintegrated RFV DMA (see

Fi:. 1) except for the permutation caused by cloning a circular molecule

Jor a hybridization reagent specific for ecotropic viral DNA, we

i
-Zl

svidoned a sma+1 region of the RFV env gene. This is based on the

rf^dings of Chan ê _ al̂ . (13) and Chattopadhyay et^ al_. (14) that if small

serrent of the ecotropic MuLV env gene did not hybridize to xenotropic

cr orier endogenous virus related sequences. The DNA of pRFV105, an

Irfectious plasmid subclone of RFV which has two LTRs, was digested with

AT= I and ligated to Ava I cut pBR322. Recombinant clones were screened

zj hybridization and gel analysis. Many of the clones had multiple inserts.

A~ 510 b? fragment which appeared in several clones contains a sequence .

iie~;i:al to the 400 bp Sma I fragment described by Chattopadhyay et_ al.

ri-} £5 ecotropic type-specific. This fragment was subcloned as a separate

-'- =='—3 nick translated, and determined to be specific for ecotropic MuLV.

^z LT?x fragment subclone was similarly constructed from pRFV105 using Pst I,

sr£ usad as an LTR specific probe.

Tna results of hybridizing these two probes to RFM liver DNA is shown

1^ Figure 3. It appears that the pattern with the LTR probe is the same V-l

== the total genome probe, suggesting that all viral specific fragments

ir-tain an LTR. The Eco specific probe yielded a single band at 20 Kbp.

This is in agreement with the results from the hamster-mouse hybrid cell

:I:n; experiments.



Zzzzrooic proviial sequences in a radiogenic myeloid leukemia line

Having established that there is a single fragment which contains the

ei:::=2ous ecotrooic provirus, we examine normal and leukemic tissues of
— - y\

r'-r ?SH nouse to determine if there was any evidence for specific

c'lr—osonal rearrangements of endogenous virus genes. DNA fron normal

5~Is=3. a^d a cultured myeloid leukemia cell line were digested with EcoRI,

s^ijected to electrophoresis and Southern transfer, and hybridized with

t=i3.1 senoaic probe. It vas found that the ms^yloid cell line demonstrated

s—er=' additional fragments which hybridize to the viral probe (indicated

";- = dot in tr.-. margin of the figure). This suggests that the leukeinic

alls, or their precursors, are sensitive to reinfection or transposition

cf = retrcvirus genome or that viral sequences are amplified in these cells.

I- order to determine that these fragments are ecotropic provirus we hybridized

z'r.i —jeloid leukeaia DNA and normal spleen DNA with the "eco" specific -

;r:':= and an LTR specific probe. The results are shown in Figure 4 and

lzJ.--zs.zs At additional fragments are detected by the "eco" specific probe.

Taz "eco" specific and LTR specific hybridization analysis of EcoRI

digssted DMA indicated that in normal cells the ecotropic provirus was

rrsssnt at one copy per haploid genome, whereas the remainder of retroviral

==:ui_:25 coaprised greater than 10 copies. An alternative way to

feri^nscrate additional copies of ecotropic provirus in normal and neoplastic
b

;=ll5 is to compare the relative sand intensities of the ecotropic and non

e::zrcpic genomes. Advantage is taken of the fact that Pst I cuts in the

17?. of both proviral classes. The non. ecotropic proviruses are composed of

rvr> nsjor classes, one of which has an additional Pst I site in the coding



r-rrrioa of the genome. Digestion of RFH DMA with these two enzymes yields

=-3.2 Kb? band from the ecotropic provirus, and a 6.6 Kbp band from one

C1E.S3 of the non sco-ropic genome, and the relative intensity reflects the

difference in copy number of these two classes of endogenous proviruses.

5-̂ rh analyses performed with DNA preparations from the myeloid leukemia and

ai 3JH/Un mouse spleens revealed that there was an increase in the

relative copy number of ecotropic genomes in the myeloid cells (Fig. 5 ) . F-5

Exact quantitation is difficult from these kinds of data; however, together

-.-Lrb the EcoRI digest pattern it is very clear that the myeloid leukemia

cells possess additional copies of the ecotropic provirus.

S;"ludir.2 remarks

kTe_ believe that the radiogenic myeloid leukemia in RFM/Un mice is a

rrzentiallv valuable model system in which to study specific chromosomal

rearrangements of retrovirus genes. One of the hey aspects of this system

is rhat infection by the endogenous virus is strongly restricted and

Therefore extracellular spread of the virus is not likely to play a role in

rr= rendition of additional integrated viral genomes as is the case in

;;;=r well studied murine retrovirus models. The role FFV plays in

radiogenic ̂ yeloid leukemia is uncertain. As with other endogenous

ezrtropic retroviruses the virus does not transform cells in culture and

dres not appear to accelerate leuketaogenesis _in vivo. The recently

r

described do:^nstream promotion model for leukemogenesis by avian leukosis

Tiras, supported by the work of Keel et al. (1), does provide an attractive

rrrpothesis for the involvement of RFV in the myeloid leukemia.



Our present studies indicate that: there is a single locus for the

iri-jcible ecocropic provirus which resides on chromosome 5. The myeloid

Lsuke^ic cell line clearly has additional copies of the ecotropic provirus.

TLis is particularly interesting in view of the strong restriction referred

:c earlier. Does this represent true genetic transposition which is

ci-isallv related to the myeloid leukemia? We hope to answer the second part

of this question by analysis of the integration pattern in a large number

of prinar? nyeloid leukemias. Association with a particular downstream

o—Dgene, as in the avian leukosis virus system, will be taken as evidence

for a role of this endogenous virus in the disease. The finding of increased

copies of the viral genome in myeloid leukemia cells is consistent with this

-^zh=.TJLs~ and encourages us to investigate further.

The -echanisrn of acquiring these additional proviral genoraes is more

difficult to experimentally determine. The mechanism of RFV restriction

of exogenous infection has not been elucidated. This restriction may not

oper^.cs in hesatopoietic cells and thus, conventional retroviral infection

could be responsible for the new integrated sequences. The idea that

rezroviruses nay relocate via a transposon mechanism is based on its

structural similarity to known transposable elements (15) . It is very

irrp-orzanr to establish whether retrovirus can use this alternate pathway.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Schematic map of unintegrated DMA. intermediate of RFV. Map

positions were determined by single and double digests followed

32

by electrophoresis and Southern blot hybridization with P

labeled cDNA prepared from WN1802B 70S RNA. Enlarged region

represents the long terminal repeat (LTR).

Pigure 2. EcoRI digested DNA from KFM and other mice. DNA was digested

with EcoRI, subjected to electrophoresis and transferred to
32

D3M paper. Hybridization was with P labeled cDNA prepared

from WN1802B 70S RNA. Lane (A) BALB/c 3T3; (B) AKR 3T3;

(C) RPM ?T3; (D) RPM spleen; (E) RFM liver; (F) C3H 3T3;

(G) RPM embryo. Molecular size markers are Hind III fragments

of A DXA.
• - v _

Figure 3. Comparison of LTR-specific and "Eco" specific probes hybridized

to uorcal RFM liver DNA. EcoRI digested DNA was subjected to

electrophoresis and transfer to DBM paper. Hybridization was

with P labeled nick-translated LTR or "Eco" specific subcloned

DNA. Molecular size markers are Hind III fragments of X DNA.

Figure 4. "Eco" specific and LTR specific hybridization analysis of normal

and myeloid leukemia cell DNA. DNA from (A) radiogenic rayeloid

leukeaic cells and (B) normal RFM spleen, was digested with EcoRI

and subjected to electrophoresis and transferred to DBM paper.

32
P labeled hybridization probes and molecular size markers as

in Fig. 3.
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rirure 5. Relative intensity of "Eco" and "non-eco" proviral DNA fragments.

DMA was digested with EcoRI and Bam K i. and analyzed by gel

electrophoresis and blot hybridization. (A) Normal liver,

(B) radiogenic myeloid leukemia cells (in vitro culture)

(C) liver of tumor-bearing mouse, (D) normal spleen, (E) thymoma.

32

Probe was P labeled nick-translated Gross leukemia virus clone

PG100. Schematic map indicates cleavage sites in the major

classes of endogenous provirus.



Segregation of Virus Inducibility, Virus Sequences and

Ho'ise Chromosomes in RFM x Chinese Hamster Cell Hybrids

7"—oso:e Marker Enzyme Concordant Discordant

1 PEP-3 7 1

2 AK-1/S0DH/ACP-2 3 5

3 * 3 5

4 PGD/PGM-2 4 4

5 PEP-7/PGM-1 8 . 0

6 TPI 7 1

7 LDH-l/GPI/PEP-4 5 3

8 GR/APRT 5 3

9 ME/MPI \ 5 3a

10 PEP-2/HK-1 7 1

11 GLK 5 3

1 2 ACP-1 7 1

1 3 * 4 4

14 ES-10 6 2

15 * 3 5

16 SOD-1 6 2

17 GLO 6 2

1 8 PEP-1 1 7

1 9 GOT 5 3

£ HPRT 3 5



Legend for Table

The gene nomenclature for the enzyme markers, their chromosome

assignments and the electrophoretic procedures used to separate

the Chinese hamster and mouse enzymes have been described ( ) .

Viral sequence, enzyme and chromosome analyses were performed on

parallel cultures for each hybrid clone so that all data were

correlated. The presence or absence of mouse enzyme markers agreed

vith the presence or absence, respectively, of the particular

nouse chromosome. The concordant column gives the number of clones

in the viral sequences and a particular enzyme marker or chromosome

vexe present or absent together; the discordant column gives the

number of clones in which only the viral sequences or the enzyme marker

(nouse chromosome) was present.

— - — • -v»

*Znz7=s narkers have not been assigned to chromosomes 3, 13, and 15;

their concordance, discordance was based on karyotypic analysis alone.
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